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CHAPTER 9

Writing __delete__()

This is going to be a short chapter, since there isn't really all that much to say, but it didn’t 
really fit in any of the other chapters. Also, __get__() and __set__() sort of got their own 
chapters.

Most descriptor tutorials don't even mention what to do with __delete__(), and 
they often don't even have the method on their example descriptors.

If a descriptor is being used only internally (as opposed to being in a public library) 
and del is never called within the internal code, then there is no point in implementing 
a __delete__() method. But in a public library, there is no way to know whether or not 
users are going to use del on the descriptor attributes. Because of that, it is generally 
safest to include working __delete__() methods on data descriptors in a library. How 
those methods look depends on how the attributes are actually stored.

For internal storage, it deletes the entry from the dict:

del self.storage[instance]

For external storage, it simply deletes from the instance dictionary:

del instance.__dict__[name]

If the descriptor doesn't represent a stored value, do nothing. There’s truly very little 
variation in what __delete__() methods look like, other than the additional functionality 
a descriptor may have.

When a descriptor wraps a function as a decorator, using __delete__() should 
probably not delete that function; that would revoke its access to all instances. Instead, 
either do nothing, raise an exception, or skip the implementation entirely.

Summary
We’ve seen that __delete__() is a pretty simple method to implement, but deciding 
whether to actually implement it or not can be a difficult decision. In the end, though, it 
will be used so little that implementing it can probably be put off until it's needed. The 
default behavior of raising an exception due to lack of implementation should get you by 
until then.
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